
GALACTIC MORPHOLOGY & STRUCTUREA. Elliptial Galaxies. Most galaxies an be readily deomposed into twomain strutural omponents, disk and bulge. Elliptial galaxies are all bulge. Theradial brightness pro�le of the bulge omponent is usually parameterized by one ofthree laws. The earliest and simplest is an empirial relation alled the Hubble law,�(r) = �o(1 + r=ro)�2 ;and is parametrized in terms of a entral surfae brightness, �o, and a sale length,ro, at whih the brightness falls to half its entral value. At large radius, the pro�lesare falling as 1=r2. At radii less than the sale length, the pro�le attens to �o.Giant elliptial galaxies typially have �o � 16 mag/ar-seond2. A better relationis the empirial r1=4 law proposed by de Vauouleurs�(r) = �e exp[�7:67((r=re)1=4 � 1)℄ ;where re is the e�etive radius and orresponds to the radius that enloses 1=2 ofthe total integrated luminosity of the galaxy, and �e is the surfae brightness at thatradius, approximately 1=2000 of the entral surfae brightness. The third relation issemiempirial and was derived from dynamial models alulated by King to �t thebrightness pro�les of globular star lusters (see Stellar Struture and Evolution).These models an be parametrized as�(r) = �K [(1 + r2=r2)�1=2 � (1 + r2t =r2)�1=2℄2;where r again represents the ore radius where the surfae brightness falls to �0.5, rt is the trunation or tidal radius beyond whih the surfae brightness rapidlydereases, and �K is approximately the entral surfae brightness. Isolated elliptialgalaxies are best �t by models with rt=r � 100-200. Small elliptial galaxiesresiding in the gravitational potential wells of more luminous galaxies (like the dwarfneighbors of our own galaxy) are tidally stripped and have rt=r � 10. Figure 3shows examples of the Hubble and de Vauouleurs laws and the King models.Dwarf elliptial galaxies, designated dE, are low luminosity, very low surfaebrightness objets. Beause of their low surfae brightness, they are diÆult toidentify against the brightness of the night sky (airglow). The nearest dwarf ellip-tial galaxies, Ursa Minor, Drao, Sulptor and Fornax, are satellites of our owngalaxy, and are resolved into individual stars with large telesopes. Although dEgalaxies do not ontribute signi�antly to the total luminosity of our own LoalGroup of galaxies, they dominate its numbers (Table 2). As mentioned above,dwarf galaxies are often tidally trunated by the gravitational �eld of neighboringmassive galaxies. If M is the mass of the large galaxy, m is the mass of the dwarf,and R is their separation, then the tidal radius, rt, is given byrt = R( m3M )1=3 :Frequently the entral brightest galaxy in a galaxy luster exhibits a visibly ex-tended halo to large radii. These objets were �rst noted by W. W. Morgan and



are designated \D" galaxies in his lassi�ation sheme. Unlike ordinary giant Egalaxies, whose brightness pro�les exhibit the trunation harateristi of de Vau-ouleurs or King pro�les at radii of 50 to 100 kp, D galaxies have pro�les whihfall as 1=r2 or shallower to radii in exess of 100 kp. \D" galaxies are slightly lessluminous and have weaker halos; D galaxies are found at maxima in the density dis-tribution of galaxies. The extended halos of these objets are onsidered to be theresult of dynamial proesses that our either during the formation or subsequentevolution of galaxies in dense regions.The internal dynamis of spheroidal systems (E galaxies and the bulges of spi-rals) is understood in terms of a self gravitating, essentially ollisionless gas of stars.These systems appear dynamially relaxed; they are basially in thermodynamiequilibrium as isothermal spheres with Maxwellian veloity distributions. Faberand Jakson noted in 1976 that the luminosities of E galaxies were well orrelatedwith their internal veloity dispersions.L � �4 :Here, the veloity dispersion, �, is a measure of the random veloities of stars alongthe line-of-sight.The ollisional or two-body relaxation time, tr, for stars is approximatelytr � 2 x 108 V 3M2� years ;where V is the mean veloity in km s�1, � is the density of stars per ubi parseand M is the mean stellar mass in M�. This relaxation time in galaxies is 1014to 1018 years | muh longer than the age of the universe. Two-body relaxation isgenerally not important in the internal dynamis of galaxies, but is signi�ant inglobular lusters.The relaxed appearane of galati spheroids is probably due to the proessalled violent relaxation. This is a statistial mehanial proess desribed byLynden-Bell, where individual stars primarily feel the mean gravitational poten-tial of the system. If this potential utuates rapidly with time, as in the initialollapse of a galaxy, then the energy of individual stars is not onserved. The resultsof numerial experiments are similar to galaxy spheroids.For the last deade and a half, the determination and modeling of the trueshapes of elliptial galaxies has been a major problem in galaxian dynamis. Mostelliptial galaxies are somehat attened. Early workers assumed that this atteningwas rotationally supported as in disk galaxies (see below). Bertola and othersobserved, however, that the rotational veloites of E galaxies are insuÆient tosupport their shapes (Figure 5). The veloity dispersion is a measure of the randomkineti energy in the system.To resolve this problem, Binney, Shwarzhild and others suggested that Egalaxies might be prolate (igar shaped) or even triaxial systems instead of oblate2



(disklike) spheroids. Current work favors the view that most attened ellipti-al galaxies are triaxial and have internal stellar veloity distributions whih areanisotropi. A small fration do rotate fast enough to support their shapes.B. S0 Galaxies. Spiral and S0 galaxies an be deomposed into two surfaebrightness omponents, the bulge and disk. Disks have brightness pro�les that fallexponentially �(r) = �0exp(�r=rs) :Bulges have been desribed above. Disks are rotating; their rotational veloity atany radius is presumed to balane the gravitational attration of the material inside.A typial rotation urve (veloity of rotation as a funtion of radius) is shown inFigure 6.Disks are not in�nitely thin. The thikness of the disk depends on the balanebetween the surfae mass density in the disk (gravitational potential) and the kinetienergy in motion perpendiular to the disk. This an be a funtion of both theinitial formation of the system and its later interation with other galaxies, et.Tidal interation with other galaxies will \pu� up" a galati disk of stars. Disksof S0 galaxies are omposed f old stars and do not exhibit any indiations of reentstar formation and assoiated gas or dust - that is part of the de�nition of an S0.Bulges of S0 galaxes and spirals do rotate and appear to be simply rotationallyattened oblate spheroids. We will return to this point later when we disuss galaxyformation.C. Spiral Galaxies. Unlike the smooth and unompliated disks of S0 galaxies,the disks of spiral galaxies generally exhibit signi�ant amounts of interstellar gasand dust and distint spiral patterns. The disk rotates di�erentially (see Figure6) and the spiral pattern traes the distribution of reent star formation in thegalaxy. Regions of reent star formation have a higher surfae brightness than thebakground disk. Although the spiral is a result of the rotation of the material inthe disk, the pattern need not (and generally does not) rotate with the same speedas the material.The rotation of a spiral galaxy an be desribed in terms of a veloity rotationurve, v(r), or the angular rotation rate, 
(r), where v = r
. In 1927, Oort �rstmeasured the loal di�erential rotation of our galaxy by studying the motions ofnearby stars. He desribed that rotation in terms of two onstants, now known asOort's Constants, whih are measures of the loal shear (A) and vortiity (B) :A = �r2 d
dr ; B = � 12r ddr (r2
) :The values adopted by the IAU (International Astronomial Union) in 1964 areA = 15 km s�1 kp�1 andB = �10 km s�1 kp�1, with the Sun at a distane of ro = 10 kp from theenter of the galaxy, and the rotation rate at the sun V� = 250km s�1. Currentestimates support a smaller Sun-Galati-enter distane (� 8kp) and a smallerrotation veloity (� 230 km s�1) as well as slightly di�erent values for A and B.3



Studies of rotation in spiral galaxies are undertaken by long-slit spetrosopyat di�erent position angles in the optial or by either integrated (total intensity,big beam) measurements or interferometri mapping in the 21-m line of neutralhydrogen. The neutral hydrogen (HI) in spiral galaxies is primarily found outsidetheir entral regions, reahing a maximum in surfae density several kiloparsesfrom the enter. The gas at the enter is mostly in the form of moleular hydrogen,H2, as dedued from arbon monoxide (CO) maps. From suh detailed studies byRubin, Roberts and others we know that the rotation urves for spirals generallyrise very steeply within a few kiloparses of their enters then atten and stay atan almost onstant veloity as far as they an be measured. This result is ratherstartling beause the luminosity in galaxies is falling rapidly at large radii. If thelight and mass were distributed similarly, then the rotational veloity should fallo� as 1=R at large radii as predited by Kepler's laws. Only a small number ofgalaxies show the expeted Keplerian fallo�, leading to the onlusion that the massin spiral galaxies is not distributed as the light.As in elliptial galaxies, Fisher and Tully noted in 1976 that the luminositiesof spiral galaxies are orrelated with their internal motions, in partiular rotationalveloity. The best form of this relation is seen in the near infrared where the e�etsof internal extintion by dust on the luminosities are minimized (Figure 7). Therethe relation is approximately L = (�V )4 ;where �V is the full width of the HI pro�le measured at either 20% or 50% of thepeak. As the HI distribution peaks outside the region where the rotational veloityhas attened, the HI pro�le is sharp sided and is double peaked for galaxies inlinedto the line of sight.The regularity of the spiral struture seen in these galaxies is exeptional. Ifthe spiral pattern was merely tied to the matter distribution, di�erential rotationwould `erase' it in a few rotation periods. A typial rotation time is a few hundredmillion years, or � 1/100th the age of the universe. To explain the persistene ofspiral struture, Lin and Shu introdued the Density Wave theory in 1964. In thismodel, the spiral pattern is the star formation produed in a shok wave induedby a density wave propagating in the galaxy disk. The spiral pattern is in solidbody rotation with a pattern speed 
p. The main features of suh a density waveare the orotation radius, where the pattern and rotation angular speeds are theare the same, and the inner and outer Lindblad resonanes, where
p = 
� �=m ;m is the mode of osillation and � is the epiyli frequeny in the disk,�2 = r�3d(r4
2)dr ;or � = 2
(1� A=B)1=2 :4



Figure 8 depits the features of a density wave. The spiral pattern only existsbetween the Lindblad resonanes. Galaxies in whih a single mode dominates arealled \Grand Design" spirals.Two alternative models have been proposed to aount for spiral patterns, theStohasti Star Formation (SSF) model of Seiden and Gerola, and the tidal en-ounter model. In the �rst, regions of star formation indue star formation inneighboring regions. With proper adjustment of the rotation and propagationtimesales, reasonable spiral patterns result. In the seond, spiral struture is theresult of galaxy interations. A possible example of this proess is shown in Figure9. It is likely that all three proesses operate in nature, with density waves produ-ing the most regular spirals, SSF produing `oulent' spirals, and tidal nountermodel. In the �rst, regions of star formation indue star formation in neighboringregions. With proper adjustment of the rotation and propagation timesales, rea-sonable spiral patterns result. In the seond, spiral struture is the result of galaxyinterations. A possible example of this proess is shown in Figure 9. It is likelythat all three proesses operate in nature, with density waves produing the mostregular spirals, SSF produing `oulent' spirals, and tidal interations produingsystems like the Whirlpool. A signi�ant fration (� 10 %) of all galaxies showsome form of interation with their neighbors. Not all suh systems ontain spiralgalaxies, however.D. Irregular Galaxies. Galaxies are lassi�ed as Irregular for several di�erentreasons. In the morphologial progression of the Hubble sequene the true Irregularsare the Magellani Irregulars, the Irr I's, whih are galaxies with no developed spiralstruture that are usually dominated by large numbers of star forming regions.Irregular II's and other peuliar objets have been extensively ataloged by Arp andhis oworkers, by Vorontsov-Velyaminov and by Zwiky. These objets are usuallygiven labels to desribe their peuliar properties suh as `ompat,' whih usuallyindiates abnormally high surfae brightness or a very steep brightness pro�le, `post-eruptive,' whih usually indiates the existents of jets or �laments of material nearthe galaxy, `interating,' or `pathy.' There are also galaxies in the form of ringswhih are thought to be produed by a slow, head-on ollision of two galaxies,one of whih must be a gas rih spiral. The ollision removes the nuleus of thespiral leaving a nearly round ripple of star formation similar to the ripples produedwhen a rok is dropped into a lake. Suh ring galaxies almost always have ompatompanion galaxies whih are the likely ulprits.The Magellani irregulars are almost always dwarf galaxies (low luminosity), arevery rih in neutral hydrogen and have relatively young stellar populations. Theirinternal kinematis may show evidene for regular struture or may be haoti innature. These galaxies are generally of low mass; the largest suh systems have in-ternal veloity dispersions (usually measured by the width of their 21-m Hydrogenline) less than 100 km s�1. Their detailed internal dynamis have only been poorlystudied up until now. There are some indiations that star formation proeeds inthese galaxies as in the SSF theory mentioned above, however evidene also existsfor H II regions aligned with possible shok fronts. Although they do not ontribute5



signi�antly to the total luminosity density of the universe, these galaxies and thedwarf elliptials dominate the total number of galaxies.More on Galaxy \Shapes"Sine 1990 or so, there has been inreased emphasis on atually prediting themass pro�les for galaxies either from simple �rst priniples or more empirially fromN-body simulations of galaxy formation. One of the �rst of suh \density" pro�lesis the:Hernquist Pro�le (Hernquist 1990)�(r) / 1r(1 + r=rs)3On larger sales, there have also been density pro�les put forward for lustersof galaxies suh as the:Navarro Pro�le (Navarro 1995) for x-ray halos�(r) / 1r(1 + r=rs)2Note that these are DENSITY pro�les and not Surfae Brightness pro�les, so om-parison with observed galaxy pro�les suh as the above deVauoulerus Law requiresonversion from 3-D to projeted 2-D.The most reent, and at some level ontroversial, pro�les are surfae brightnesspro�le from the HST Key Projet on galaxy entral dynamis (done by a group ofpeople olletively known as the \Nukers" for their work on galati blak holes):The \Nuker" LawI(r) = Ib2(��)=�� rrb���1 + � rrb���(��)=�Where Ib is the intensity at the ore radius, also known as the break radius, rb, isIb, the inner power law slope is  and the outer power law slope is �.And the now standard, empiral, CDM predited:NFW Pro�le (Navarro, Frenk and White 1996, ApJ 462, 563)�(r)�rit = Æ(r=rs)(1 + r=rs)2where rs = r200= is a harateristi radius and �rit = 3H2=8�G is the osmologialrital density, and Æ and  are two dimensionless parameters. With this pro�lelinked to the ritial density, the mass of the halo isM200 = 200�rit(4�=3)r32006



and the de�nition of r200 is that the mean density within r200 is 200�rit, suh thatÆ = 2003 3[ln(1 + )� =(1 + )℄so that Æ an be onsidered as the harateristi overdensity of the halo, rs is itssale radius and  is its \onentration."
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